
P2HRW
Provides an extra margin of high heat
protection up to 500F

MODEL FM69 MODEL FM44RT MODEL S2F

P2QRW

SUPEREIGHT® ROUGHNECK fiberglass
protective caps set the standard for excep-
tional impact resistance, durability and
crack resistance, all in the lightest weight
fiberglass cap available. Comes with
SUPEREIGHT’s unique Impact Energy
Control System and extraordinary comfort
features for shift long wearing comfort
under tough working conditions.

SUPEREIGHT® fiberglass caps also
come in an additional formulation for use
when extreme hazards and working condi-
tions require an extra margin of 
performance. 

Caps designated P2H provide addi-
tional heat resistance.  Comes with the
same protective performance and comfort
package as Roughneck series caps.  

HIGH PERFORMANCE Caps

MODEL P2RW

Meets ANSI-Z89.1 
Type I Class G or C

SUPEREIGHT® HEAVY-DUTY
FIBERGLASS SERIES

SUPEREIGHT® SUSPENSION & IMPACT ENERGY CONTROL SYSTEMS
SUPEREIGHT® suspensions eight load bearing points balance and stabilize the caps
weight and spreads it over the widest possible area for maximum comfort. When 
impacted, the suspension becomes an Impact Energy Control System that reduces force
by breaking it down into smaller increments for each load bearing point to handle while
spreading it over as large an area as possible. SUPEREIGHT’s smooth crown shells and
eight-point Impact Energy Control System interact with precision unattainable in ordinary
caps to provide exceptional performance.

CHOICE OF THREE SUSPENSION HEADBANDS
Select the industry’s only 360° padded sweatband (model W2F); the first and still the best
strip-proof, crack-proof ratchet headband (model 3RW2); or patented Swingstrap that
combines the benefits of both with the added ability to convert from the front wearing posi-
tion to the rear wearing position (and back) without having to reverse the suspension or
headband (3SW2).

CHOICE OF REPLACEMENT SWEATBANDS
Unlike ordinary caps, SUPEREIGHT® sweatbands can be easily removed and cleaned, or
replaced. Your choice of soft cotton jersey (FM69); terry cloth (FM44RT) or 360° vinyl
wrapped foam sweatband (S2F).

SUPEREIGHT® Head Protection Systems
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MODEL W2F
MODEL W1F (P2H Cap)

MODEL 3RW2
MODEL 3RW (P2H Cap)

MODEL 3SW2
MODEL 3SW (P2H Cap)

Contact Customer Service at 800-430-4110. On the web at www.northsafety.com. 


